
  

 
 
 

SecurID Governance and Lifecycle 

7.5.2 Patch 05 Release Notes 

What’s New 

The following sections describe the new features and improvements in version 7.5.2 P05. 

Feature What’s New 

Access Certification 

ACM-114738 

User can view Long Description, Short Description, Help URL and Raw 
Name attributes in the Role Reviews display. 

ACM-114596 New Status Bar has been added to the Role Review that shows the 

number of members that have been reviewed in the Role Review. 

ACM-114594 Attributes with "Short description, Help URL, Alternate and Raw Name" 

should now be visible in role reviews.  

It should be populated by the user with plain text (containing the 

description of the role) when creating the role itself.  

This should be visible to both the reviewer & monitor. 

ACM Security Model 

ACM-116838 

Not all the logs being populated in AveksaServer.log for Host nodes in 
Wildfly cluster. 
As part of solution log4j options were added to aveksa_server to 
overcome this and these changes must be done on domain and host 
nodes. 
patch.sh need to be run on all the host nodes to update the service files. 
 
Note :- To run patch.sh in hosts node no need to stop Domain. 

Cloud 

ACM-116237, 

ACM-115706, 

ACM-115704 

User can view and select date/time according to their selected time zone. 
And choose the correct time zone that matches their city. 

Platform 

ACM-116208 
JDK version upgraded from 1.8.0_312 to 1.8.0_345. As a fix, upgraded 
JDK tar was added, which can be used to upgrade JDK to build 345. 

Role Management 

ACM-116022 

Entitlements are no longer duplicated in display when choosing 
them from Parent/Child hierarchy in a role. 

ACM-115268 Custom Attributes are added for User Entitlements to Role Reviews 
and Definitions. 

ACM-115265 Progress Bar is improved to three detailed bars (in addition to the 
main one) in Role Reviews. 

ACM-114737 User can turn on/off the option to view User-Entitlement attributes 
in the Role Review and Definition. 

 
  

  



  

Functional Changes 

Access Certification 
 

Feature What’s New 

ACM-66352 Improving Role Review process, user can “Maintain” roles from the Role 
Review main page, without the need to go through every specific role’s 
internal detail (General Info, Members & Entitlements). 

ACM-61907 Improving Role Review Progress Bar to be more detailed and to view each 
of Roles, Members and Entitlements separately. 

ACM-57589 Adding attribute “Long Description” of roles in the Role Review table 
options. 

 
Change Requests and Workflow 

 

Feature What’s New 

ACM-114298 Some of the Change Requests get stuck either “P” (Processing) state or “V” 
(Valid) state. This occurs with random requests and random connectors. 
Some connectors needed to have a Retry options for stuck requests. 

Cloud 
 

Feature What’s New 

ACM-114324 Transitioning from On-Prem to Cloud, files fail to be uploaded to the cloud 
in case they are in high count. 

ACM-113585 PS personnel will have additional access to perform the functions defined 
for cloud monitoring. PS personnel involved will have value added 
monitoring/managed services solution for all G&L Cloud customers.PS 
users can be able to perform the following operations:- 
Ability to 'View All' the G&L Cloud. 
Ability to cancel collection runs or hung collector. 
Report Definition: Ability to run report (If we have special reports for 
monitoring team in the future). 
Diagnostics: Ability to download logs from the 'Log Artifact' page. 
Ability to run all collector types: 
Manage All (require the ability to run, but this is the closest - Allows edit, 
which is not desirable). 
The role assigned cannot be revoked by a customer System Administrator. 

Roles 
 

Feature What’s New 

ACM-116207 “Maintain” button added in Bulk Action list where several roles can be 
maintained at the same time. 

ACM-116200 User can change the order of the tabs in the Role Reviews page according 
to their priority. 

 

Role Management 
 

Feature What’s New 

ACM-61800 User can view custom User Entitlement attributes for each member in Role 
Review and Definition. 



  

Fixed Issues 
Access Request 

 

Issue Description 

SF-02371537 

ACM-115720 

Requests tab takes time to load. 
 

SF-02287334 

ACM-113225 

Change Request Requestor or System Administrator are the only users 
allowed to take actions on the requests in Pending Submission phase. 

 
Admin Errors 

 

Issue Description 

SF-01670395 

ACM-110328 

Activities kept loading in case there was no filter applied. 

 
Change Requests and Workflow 

 

Issue Description 

SF-02354838 

ACM-114371 

Change Request from Group Review stuck in Fulfillment Phase when 
following option is configured "Create a job per group, grouping by 
Business source". 

SF-02340884 

ACM-114139 

When using a Rest Web Service Node, the Response Variables did not 
appear to accept Integer values. 

SF-02322387 

ACM-113641 

Approvals not getting assigned to configured users. 

 
Collector 

 

Issue Description 

SF-02369872 

ACM-115525 

Preprocessing custom script page for the “Generic REST” is 
unavailable, unlike preprocessing the custom script page for the 
Active Directory type collector. 

 

Data Collection Processing and Management 
 

Issue Description 

SF-02362459 

  ACM-115404 

Multi app account collector triggers the Circuit Breaker every single time, 
without any actual significant change in data. 

SF-02328350 

ACM-114327 

Rules Pre-processing Tasks gets stuck for over 16 hours, requires acm 
restart. 

SF-01835481 

ACM-112180 

MAEDC is creating duplicate app-roles post collection. 

 
  



  

Database Management 
 

Issue Description 

SF-02316458 

  ACM-113604 

Data Purging job run keeps running and does not get completed 

 
Password Management 

 

Issue Description 

SF-02274184 

ACM-113675 

Multiple duplicate records created in the temporary passwords history 
table on completing a change request. 

 
Request Forms 

 

Issue Description 

SF-02365888 

ACM-115101 

External URL in the Request Button was no longer working after the 7.5.2 
P03 upgrade (validation existed only for external absolute URLs). 

 
Reviews 

 

Issue Description 

SF-02352710 

ACM-114299 

Change Request is not getting created through User Access review and 
going in to Pending Submission state. 

SF-02338580, 02355937 

ACM-114518 

Scheduler get stuck when executing a long running task. 

SF-02338580 

ACM-114012 

Review escalations are not being triggered. This is happening for multiple 
reviews even for newly created reviews. 

 
Role Management 

 

Issue Description 

SF-02359014 

ACM-114530 

Role Review search filter was applied based on the “Role Raw Name” 
instead of the “Role Name”. 

SF-02353032 

ACM-114376 

Finish button is enabled before finishing the Role Review process. 

SF-02330041 

ACM-114138, 

SF-02337344 

ACM-113970 

SF-02335867 

ACM-113965 

Add entitlements screen keeps loading while Creating New Role from 
the Role Set. 

SF-02288197 

ACM-113109 

Request hierarchy was duplicated when user created a role and 
assigned it to an entitlement request hierarchy (parent/child) without 
committing it. 

 



  

Rules 
 

Issue Description 

SF-02348757 

ACM-115362 

The role membership rule difference (UOOC) is not generating any CRs. 

SF-02358584 

ACM-114544 

Rules Requests were getting stuck in Pending Submission phase, then 
they got cancelled when deletePendingSubmission runs. 

SF-02327794 

ACM-113733 

Some rules that are schedule to run daily/weekly randomly stopped 
running. 

 
UI 

 

Issue Description 

SF-02364207 

ACM-114765 

Advanced Search for Data Source Type is not working correctly. 

SF-02326341,  

02358556 

ACM-113687 

Schedule runs not updating. 

ACM-116376 AveksaServer.log is not being updated after upgrade. 

 
Security 

 

Issue Description 

SF-02356313 

ACM-114696 

Filter added as part of Login to sanitize quotes, double quotes, and 
balanced parenthesis to be filtered out from the request URL. 

SF-02357735 

ACM-114531 

Friendly static error messages provided to the end user instead of verbose 
error messages. 

 
Web Services 

Issue Description 

SF-01833423 

ACM-112976 

Added support to create accounts with diacritic characters in SOAP 
connector. 

 
 

  

https://bedfordjira.na.rsa.net/browse/ACM-114765


  

Platform Matrix 

The latest application server and JDK version have been certified for this release. 

 SecurID 
Governance and 

Lifecycle Hardware 
Appliance 

Software Only 
(SecurID G&L) 

Container 

Application Server 
Version 

   

WildFly 24.0.1 
Included 

Qualified Qualified Qualified 

WebLogic 14.1.1.0 n/a Qualified n/a 

WebSphere 
9.0.5.12 

n/a Qualified n/a 

JDK Version Certified    

AdoptOpenJDK 
1.8.0_345 

Qualified n/a n/a 

Oracle 
JDK1.8.0_341 
(WebLogic) 

n/a Qualified n/a 

IBM JDK 1.8.0_341 
(WebSphere) 

n/a Qualified n/a 

AdoptOpenJDK 11 n/a n/a n/a 

 


